**IO JACKETS**

All modern gadgets have the goal to combine good looks with multifunctional technology and effectiveness. This is so much better than the others. It has all the cool stuff in it like a Bluetooth and built-in MP3 player or touch sensitive control pads. But the ability through which it is promoted, is its compatibility with GPS over IP. It uses a hybrid GPS technology which enables to look for the person wearing the jacket even inside a building. The person who wears the io-Jacket can upload the information to a mobile phone or to the internet giving the watcher (probably a deranged parent) the opportunity of observing his/her every move.

**Sansa Shaker**

Don’t you just hate it when you don’t hit the right button on your MP3 player or do you remember those 902 2 CD players that you had to keep perfectly still so your song wouldn’t sound like a crazy DJ’s remix? Sansa Shaker is devised so that it changes tracks when you shake it. The device works on one triple A battery and it is equipped also with a SD expansion slot. It has a built in speaker and it comes with two headphone jacks as well. Sadly, it only comes in the colours of pink and baby blue.

**Tilt Cube Radio to Change Its Volume**

Many radios go for the obvious dials that are used to twisting and turning. Some go as far as to use buttons and things along those lines. This Cube Radio goes for a slightly different angle. Instead of being covered in useful knobs, it allows to control it by how you move the cube itself. If you like having things to toy with, this radio might be enough to keep you entertained. In order to change the volume or radio stations, you just tilt or rotate the small cube. It works by utilizing a gravity switch, which isn’t exactly surprising.

**WALL-E-Style Chair**

It is said that too much sitting down is slowly killing us all. But a young Iranian designer likes to see everyone prance around in these motorized chairs. Needless to say that future generations will become ultra-fatties. The Supple is kind of the next step after combining a segway with a chair. It may be a kind of wheelchair, but they probably don’t move fast enough. It’s actually kind of like a transformer, since it can be used in different configurations. It’s best that people start running around everywhere once again, or we’ll all end up like those lazy, self-absorbed humans in WALL-E.